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We romance authors love our readers, and this humble holiday cookbook--in which we share a
few stories and recipes we genuinely use during the holidays--is a small, heartfelt token of our
tremendous appreciation for you. Thank you from the bottom of our collective heart for loving
romance. Thank you for being the best readers on the planet. Thank you for believing that
reaching out and telling someone you love them matters. May we all change the world for the
better in our own little way this holiday season, even if it's through making a cookie from this
cookbook and sharing it with a friend, a neighbor, your children, or a stranger. XOXO from the
We (Heart) the Holidays cookbook gang.
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available from St. Martin's Press now. When not writing or reading, she loves lightsaber dueling
with her two sons and forcing her husband to watch BBC shows with her. Karen can be found
online at | | | | |LoopAt a school where Quantum Paradox 101 is a required course and history
field trips are literal, sixteen year-old time traveler Bree Bennis excels…at screwing up.After
Bree botches a solo midterm to the 21st century by accidentally taking a boy hostage (a teensy
snafu), she stands to lose her scholarship. But when Bree sneaks back to talk the kid into
keeping his yap shut, she doesn't go back far enough. The boy, Finn, now three years older and
hot as a solar flare, is convinced he's in love with Bree, or rather, a future version of her that
doesn't think he's a complete pain in the arse. To make matters worse, she inadvertently
transports him back to the 23rd century with her.Once home, Bree discovers that a recent rash
of accidents at her school are anything but accidental. Someone is attacking time travelers. As
Bree and her temporal tagalong uncover seemingly unconnected clues--a broken bracelet, a
missing data file, the art heist of the millennium--that lead to the person responsible, she alone
has the knowledge to piece the puzzle together. Knowledge only one other person has. Her
future self.But when those closest to her become the next victims, Bree realizes the attacker is
willing to do anything to stop her. In the past, present, or future.Karen’s Kiss-Your-Mama-They’re-
So-Yummy Southern Green Bean UnbundlesLet me start by saying: I hate to cook.I hate the
prep work. I hate the shopping. I really hate the dishes.Let me finish by saying: I love to eat.The



first time I had a rendition of these was when my friend Sara (who loves to cook) brought them to
a potluck—green beans wrapped into cute little bundles of bacon. The group inhaled them.
While we were stuffing our faces, we took turns coming up with alternate names for them: green
bean candy, bites o’ crack, the only veggie I want to eat from now on (I think that one was from
my hubby).Everyone asked for the recipe.That Thanksgiving, I decided to make them for my
extended family. They were, once again, fabulous. But a lot of work.Did I mention I hate cooking?
Fast forward two years. I was hosting Thanksgiving again. Naturally, people requested the green
beans. I had all the ingredients gathered. Then right before I began the tedious process of
counting out green beans and wrapping them in bacon, I had an epiphany. It was time to utilize
my gift of laziness and simplify this recipe.And so I give you: the laziest, most addictive
vegetable you will every put in your mouth. I apologize in advance if I’m a little hazy on times. I
tend to set a timer for a conservative estimate then check them every few minutes.Disclaimer:
I’m pretty sure by the time you’re done preparing these, they hold no nutritive value whatsoever.
But dang, they are yummy.Ingredients3 cans whole green beans, drained (Don’t use fresh or
frozen. I made that mistake once, and they’re not as good.)9-12 slices bacon, depending on how
much you like bacon (Save the drippings. I warned you.)1/3 cup butter2/3 cup brown sugardash
of soy sauce1 tsp. garlic powdersalt to tasteInstructionsLine a jelly roll pan with foil. Cook the
bacon at 350 degrees until it’s curled up but not crispy. (Usually 10-15 minutes depending on
your oven)While the bacon is cooking, drain the green beans and place them in a casserole
dish. I usually line the bottom of the dish with foil. Again, I hate scrubbing pans.Melt the butter,
and stir in the brown sugar, soy sauce, and garlic powder.Once the bacon is done cooking, slice
it into bite-size pieces. Spread the bacon and drippings over the green beans.Spread the butter
mixture over the beans and bacon. It will be kind of gloopy, but don’t worry. It all melts together
and caramelizes in the end.Cover with foil and bake for 35-40 minutes. Remove the foil and bake
for another 15-20 minutes until bacon is crisp and browned.Eat and enjoy! If you made it right
(and it’s hard to go wrong), it will taste like bacon-flavored angels dancing around on your
tongue.Donna AlwardAbout DonnaWhile bestselling author Donna Alward was busy studying
Austen, Eliot and Shakespeare, she was also losing herself in the breathtaking stories created
by romance novelists like LaVyrle Spencer, Judith McNaught, and Nora Roberts. Several years
after completing her degree she decided to write a romance of her own and it was true love! Five
years and ten manuscripts later she sold her first book and launched a new career. While her
heartwarming stories of love, hope, and homecoming have been translated into several
languages, hit bestseller lists and won awards, her very favorite thing is when she hears from
happy readers.Donna lives on Canada’s east coast with her family which includes a husband, a
couple of kids, a senior dog and two crazy cats. When she’s not writing she enjoys reading (of
course!), knitting, gardening, cooking…and is a Masterpiece Theater addict. | | | | |Christmas at
Evergreen InnWelcome back to Jewell Cove, where this holiday season, there happens to be no
room at the inn…When a December Nor’easter roars up the eastern seaboard, Jewell Cove cop
Todd Ricker spends his day off being a Good Samaritan to stranded holiday travelers. But when



the roads close and Todd can’t make his way home, he discovers that the Evergreen Inn is full
up. Until another Good Samaritan opens her doors and offers him a place to stay…Lainey Price
is not looking forward to Christmas, but just because she’s not filled with the holiday spirit
doesn’t mean she’s going to turn Todd out into the stormy night. Even if it means offering the
handsome police officer the couch in her tiny cottage. But when the weather takes a turn for the
worse, the two are snowed in for a wintry evening by the fire. With Christmas only a few days
away, can Todd convince Lainey to open her heart to the season…and love?Stupendously
Simple Stuffed MushroomsI make these for most special occasions, and they always disappear
like magic! Plus, they're super easy to make. An appetizer with substance that is even "man
approved"!Ingredients1 large package white mushrooms, stems removed (larger mushrooms
have more "stuffing" room)1 lb Italian sausage, crumbled and friedParmesan cheese (the real
stuff, not powdered)Italian salad dressing, or your choice of a vinaigretteInstructionsClean the
mushrooms, remove the stems, and put them in a bowl. Add salad dressing and give them a
toss - how much you use depends on how big your batch is. Marinate the caps for one
hour.Cook the sausage until no longer pink.Line a cookie sheet with either parchment or foil.
Line the mushrooms on it, cap down, and fill with cooked sausage. Top with parmesan - either
grated or in petals - and bake at 425 until the cheese is melted and bubbly, about 12
minutes.Serve while hot. The marinade can make them slippery, so cocktail forks or toothpicks
are a great idea!Salted Caramel CheesecakeIngredients
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Lisa Staehler, “Recipes for everyone. I would recommend this book to anyone who likes to cook
or bake sweets. I haven't tried any of the recipes, but they do look good.”

Tina J, “Clear Instructions. Wide Variety of Recipes Offered. Judging a Book by it's
Cover:Festive design with rich, warm colors.Looking Deeper:Each author is featured in a mini
bio, most have a short plug for one of their books, and each has contributed a favorite recipe or
two. This collection of recipes range from quick and fun to full-on holiday meal type effort. Many
sound wonderful and I cannot wait to try them (Stuffed Mushrooms, Chicken & Dumplings,
Chocolate Peanut Butter Cookies... a Crock-Pot Cake!) Directions are clear and easy to
comprehend.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Nice recipes, many easy to make. Great recipes that are clearly written.
These are easy to follow, delicious when finished, and have already been vetted by the best. I
only try those that are made from scratch - I don't use box ingredients (those that may begin with
a cake mix,etc.); but those I tried turned out beautifully.”

Ashley Hedden, “Good Collection. This was a great collection of stories and recipes shared by
some great authors. Each recipe came with a bio of the author and intro into their books. The
recipes look delicious, I can't wait to try some of them.”

Kathy Ross, “Romantic cookbook. Enjoyed reading about the authors and their delicious
recipes  I plan to give a try to some especially the pumpkin bread.”

B. Long, “I enjoyed reading about the authors and their works and especially loved the recipes. I
may have found some new favorites in this collection.. I enjoyed reading about the authors and
their works and especially loved the recipes. I may have found some new favorites.”

Barbara Meuleman, “Fun reading and great "news recipes. I recommend this as fantastic
reading. Loved the concept of book teasing and fun recipes .I am chomping at the bit to start
trying them out.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “I love all the information and valuable recipes for a more .... Wow, I love all
the information and valuable recipes for a more healthy life.”

emma, “lecker ,-P. ich hab mir dieses buch gekauft, weil ich auf der suche nach bestimmten
amerikanischen rezepten war und hab noch mehr gefunden, das jetzt ausprobiert werden will.
*schleck*”



The book by Karen Akins has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 107 people have provided feedback.
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